We compare computational methods for decomposing a PPI network into non-overlapping modules. A method is preferred if it results in a large proportion of nodes being assigned to functionally meaningful modules, as measured by functional enrichment over terms from the Gene Ontology (GO). We compare the performance of three popular community detection algorithms with the same algorithms run a er the network is pre-processed by removing and reweighting based on the di usion state distance (DSD) between pairs of nodes in the network. We call this "detangling" the network. In almost all cases, we nd that detangling the network based on the DSD distance reweighting provides more meaningful clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering of protein-protein interaction networks is one of the most common approaches to predicting modules of genes and proteins that work together in functional roles [11] . However, the low network diameter and dense interconnection structure in these networks confounds a notion of local neighborhood in these networks; it is di cult to partition a network into clusters representing local neighborhoods when the network best resembles a tangled hairball, and most nodes are close to all other nodes in shortest path distance, a problem termed the "ties in proximity problem" by Arnau et al [1] . ere are nonetheless many notions of clustering that have been developed for the so-called "community detection" problem in biological or social networks; many of them seek to maximize the modularity of the clusters, a quantity de ned by Girvan and Newman [6] that measures the relative denseness of interconnections within a cluster as compared to the connection of that cluster to the rest of the network, or alternatively the conductance of the clusters [13] . Other clustering methods have been proposed based on random walks, successive removal of cut edges, spectral embeddings and so on [5, 7, 8] .
In 2013, Cao et al. introduced a new distance measure called Diffusion State Distance, or DSD, designed to be a more ne-grained * To whom correspondence should be addressed: lenore.cowen@tu s.edu Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). ACM-BCB'17, August 20-23, 2017, Boston, MA, USA. distance measure for protein-protein interaction networks [4] . In contrast to the typical shortest path metric, which measures distance between pairs of nodes by the number of hops on the shortest path that joins them in the network, DSD was shown to spread out the pairwise distances, making for a more ne-grained notion of graph local neighborhood. We hypothesized that re-embedding the PPI network by rst reweighting its edges according to their DSD distance in the original network might lead to be er clusters. Before we can test this hypothesis, however, we need to think about how to measure the overall quality of a set of clusters: only then can we talk about once method producing be er clusters than some other method.
MEASURING QUALITY OF A CLUSTERING
In the current study, we consider the problem of separating the yeast protein-protein association network (as downloaded from the STRING database [12] ) into non-overlapping clusters. Some proposed ways to measure the quality of a clustering are purely graph-theoretic, based on minimizing quantities such as modularity or conductance. In this study, instead, we wish to judge the quality of the clustering we obtain by how "meaningful" the clusters are biologically-where the standard way to measure this would be based on measuring functional enrichment of the resulting clusters. In this study, we measure functional enrichment of the clusters over the GO using the FuncAssociate tool [2] , with appropriate multiple testing correction for the number of clusters in our set.
However, while it is easy to declare one particular cluster to be known to be meaningful if it is enriched for at least one biological function, it is not immediately clear how to use this to compare the overall quality of di erent clusterings, particularly when the number and distribution of cluster sizes is di erent across the different clustering algorithms. We look at which statistics are best at measuring the overall quality of a clustering. In particular, observe that the percentage of enriched clusters is not a good statistic: any algorithm that picks o small good clusters around the periphery of the network, and then puts all the remaining nodes into a giant single cluster in the center will score all but one of its clusters enriched (the large center cluster), for a very large percentage of enriched clusters. Restricting the maximum size of a cluster (as we do for some of the experiments) can ameliorate this behavior to a large extent, but we still are faced with the need to nd a meaningful overall statistic even when the distribution of cluster sizes is highly non-comparable.
Because we are restricting ourselves to non-overlapping clusterings, we choose as the main statistic by which we judge the quality of a clustering to be the number (or percent) of network nodes that are placed within enriched clusters. We note that this statistic can be 4th International Workshop on Computational Network Biology: Modeling, Analysis, and Control (CNB-MAC) ACM-BCB'17, August 20-23, 2017, Boston, MA, USA measured across clusterings with di erent numbers of clusters, size of clusters, and di erent cluster size distributions. However, even this statistic is most meaningful when comparing clusterings when the number of clusters and their ranges of sizes are approximately matched. Some of the algorithms we test allow greater or lesser control in se ing maximum or minimum cluster sizes or the number of clusters that are output in the clustering; we discuss how we would recommend se ing these parameters in such a way as to make the resulting clusterings more meaningful for the biological networks we study, and also more comparable.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We implemented three popular methods (Louvain [3] , Walktrap [10] and Spectral Clustering [9] ) for clustering biological or social networks in two modes: in the rst mode, we ran each method directly on the STRING network with the original edge weights, and in the second mode, we rst ran DSD to detangle the network, and then ran each method. e detangling process is as follows: considering the weighted PPI network (with edge weights from STRING condence values), we compute the DSD distance matrix to produce distances between all network nodes. We then create a new graph with edges between only pairs of nodes whose DSD distance is below a threshold, with edge weights inversely proportional to their DSD distance. We considered each method in the se ing where there was no restriction on maximum cluster size, and also in the se ing where the maximum size of any cluster was bounded by 100 nodes. Figure 1 compares median cluster sizes over 10 runs of the Louvain algorithm (with cluster sizes restricted to 3-100 nodes, randomly reordering the nodes for each run) directly on the yeast PPI network and on the DSD-detangled network. In this case, "detangling" with DSD means removing edges between nodes with a DSD distance > 5.0, and including edges between nodes with a DSD distance ≤ 5.0 but reweighting the edges with the reciprocal of their DSD distance in the original network.
For all three methods, in all cases but one, we nd that running DSD rst to detangle the network results in a larger percentage of nodes placed within enriched clusters. e exception is the Walktrap algorithm, when modi ed to produce clusters of size between 3 and 100 nodes. We nd that this algorithm does comparably (or even very slightly be er) for most parameter se ings when run directly on the PPI network without rst running DSD. We further discuss parameter se ings that in uenced the resulting number of clusters and their sizes in the network, and make recommendations for each method. In nearly all se ings, we can advocate that reweighting the network using DSD as a pre-processing step for decomposing protein-protein networks into functionally coherent communities produces more meaningful clusters. Figure 1 : is gure compares median cluster sizes running Louvain (with cluster sizes restricted to 3-100) directly on the PPI network with Louvain running on the DSDdetangled network (again with cluster sizes restricted to 3-100), with an edge removal threshold of 5.0. e overall me-dian% enriched clusters is 24.4% for Louvain directly, and 46.3% for DSD+Louvain, while the percentage of nodes in enriched clusters is 31.3% for Louvain directly and 48.7% for DSD+Louvain.
